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Abstract
We address the problem of modeling in B object-oriented specifications. The contribution of this research is to give a way to a
formal verification of object-oriented specifications by analyzing the corresponding B specifications. This is significant where
B support tools are available. We can also use object-oriented specifications as tools for building B specifications. Thus, an
approach for a practical and rigorous software development, which is based on object and B from the requirements elicitation
to the executable code, is proposed.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Combination of object and formal techniques in an unified software development process
One of goals of the DEDALE project1 is to develop a practical and rigorous software development
process. Object-oriented techniques are practically considered as quite popular techniques in software
industry. However, in order to assure the rigorousness for the software development process, we often
use formal techniques. A so-called B[1] is a formal software development method that covers software
process from the abstract specification to the executable implementation. The reasons for this selection
are: (i) B ensures that the code satisfies its specification; (ii) it has several support tools (AtelierB [16],
B-Toolkit [2])and (iii) it is well adapted with large scale industrial projects [3]. In order to have practical
and rigorous goals together, we consider the combination of object and B techniques.
An appropriate combination of object-oriented techniques and the B technique can give a way that is ap-
plicable in the industry. For this objective, we propose to integrate these two formalisms, i.e derivation
schemes from object concepts into B notations are proposed. This object-B integration has following
advantages: (i) the construction of object-oriented specifications is formally controlled; (ii) the construc-
tion of B specifications becomes easier with the help of object-oriented specifications. From the informal
description of requirements, we successively build the object models with different degrees of abstrac-
tion. These models cover from conceptual models through logical design models to the implementation
models of the software. This also means that the built models are successively refined. We verify the
consistency of each object model by analyzing the derived B specification. We verify the conformance
among object models by analyzing the refinement dependency among them that is formally expressed
in B.
1http://www.loria.fr/equipes/dedale/
1.2. The B Method
B [1] is a formal software development method that covers a software process from specification to
implementation. The B notation is based on set theory, the language of generalized substitutions and
first order logic. Specifications are composed of abstract machines that are similar to modules or classes.
They consist of a set of variables, invariance properties relating to those variables and operations. The
state of the system, i.e. the set of variable values, is only modifiable by operations. Machines can be
composed in various ways. Thus, large systems can be specified in a modular way, possibly reusing parts
of other specifications. Refinement of a B model allows developers to derive a correct implementation
in a systematic way. Refinement can be seen as an implementation technique but also as a specification
technique to progressively augment a specification with more details. At every stage of the specification,
proof obligations ensure that operations preserve the system invariant. A set of proof obligations that is
sufficient for correctness must be discharged when a refinement is postulated between two machines.
1.3. Integrating objects and B: state of the art
In [12, 14], Meyer and Nguyen have proposed a set of precise rules for modeling in B the concepts of
static aspects of a system such as class, attribute, association and inheritance. These rules are formally
defined and can be implemented in a piece of software; otherwise the rules for formalizing concepts of
behavioral aspects must be ameliorated due to their restrictions and their ambiguities. As an example, the
existing rules [12, 14, 13, 15] cannot deal with class operations, which concern several classes. Although
the current research works have some advantages but they only use B abstract machine and B inclusion
mechanism to model object concepts. Therefore we cannot model the calling-called dependency among
class operations. Moreover, the explicit distributing class data into different B abstract machines prevents
us from modeling the effects of operations, which concern data from several classes.
1.4. Thesis objectives
Our work is a complementary of Meyer’s thesis [12]. Its primary goal is to augment rules for object-B
transformations. We emphasize on modeling behavioral aspects of object-oriented specifications which
are described in UML diagrams (use case diagrams, collaboration diagrams, etc.). The second goal of
this thesis is to study the combination of the refinement of object and B. Therefore, a rigorous process
based on objects and B for software development can be achieved. In addition, the support tool for
automatic derivation from UML notations into B [12], is extended to take into account the new object-B
derivation schemes.
2. Our obtained result and current research works
2.1. Modeling of use cases
In [9] we have presented an approach for building B specifications from use-case models, which are
utilized to express functional requirements of a considered software. Our approach is based on the
structure of use cases [5] and the complementary between the use-case model and the class model
[8]. The B specification for a use case model consists of B abstract machines which their operations
correspond to use cases. The machines derived from classes and associations are used to implement the
machines, which are generated from use cases. We treat use cases from users’ point of view where use
cases are independent and non-conflict each other. It is also noticed that structure of use cases has not
any relation with the design of use cases, which is realized by collaboration diagrams. The collaboration
diagram modeling is discussed in the following section.
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2.2. Modeling of class operations
An appropriate proposal for modeling of class operations allows us to model interaction diagrams such
as collaboration diagrams or sequence diagrams. In [10] we have proposed a general approach for
modeling all class operations. Our approach differs from previous works by : (i) grouping an operation
and its concerned data in the same B abstract machine; (ii) separating a calling operation from its called
operations in different B abstract machines and (iii) using B implementation construct and B importation
mechanism for modeling the calling-called dependency among operations. Two procedures have been
proposed to allocate the class operations into layers. The division procedure divides the set of class
operations into layers such that operations in the same layer are independent and relying on operations
in lower layers (if any). The “dummy-promoting” procedure duplicates several operations in several
layers so that an operation depends only on operations in the next lower layer (if any). The division and
the “dummy-promoting” procedures with existing rules for modeling class diagrams are used in another
procedure that provides a generic framework for building the B specification of a component from its
object-oriented specification. Each obtained operation layer from the division and “dummy-promoting”
procedures generates a B abstract machine. A machine that does not belong to the bottom layer, is
implemented by importing the machine for the next lower layer. The generated machine of the lowest
layer is decomposed into machines for classes and their non-fixed associations.
2.3. Generating the content of B operations
As noticed in [10], at present we can only automatically derive the architecture of B specifications from
object-oriented specifications. The data, the skeleton of B operations in the B specification are also
automatically derived. In order to complete B specifications, we must fill up the body of B operations.
For the purposes of a complete automation of transformation, we envisage generating the content of B
operations from class and collaboration diagrams. The derivation schemes in [12] are appropriate to
generate B operations of basic operations such as constructor or destructor of a class or the operations
that modifies or queries the value of class attributes. For each remaining class operation, which calls
several other operations, we generate : (i) a B operation specifying the pre-/post conditions of the op-
eration and (ii) the implementation of this B operation. Especially, we model the operation call from
considered operation to its called operations.
We also have envisaged two solutions : (i) we propose embedding B notations in the description of class
operations in class and collaboration diagrams. Thus the task of generating the content of B operations
becomes re-copying descriptions of operations from object-oriented specifications into B specifications;
(ii) we try to directly calculate the content of B operations in B abstract machines and in implementations
from class and collaboration diagrams. This calculation is done with the existing B operations’ content
of basic class operations.
2.4. Modeling refinement constraints between two object models
Figure 1 presents an example of the refinement relation between two object design models. In this figure
the package “
 	

” is refined by the package “
 

”. Both packages are supposed to contain
an object-oriented specification of the same system or the same component at two abstract degrees. The
refinement link is stipulated by a dependency relation between two packages. This relation is bounded
with a constraint which expresses the gluing invariant of the refinement dependency.
We derive one B abstract machine for each package : the machine Package1 for the package
 

,
the machine Package2 for the package
 	

. Each machine only models class operations that
are system operations [6]. There are two solutions for modeling the conformance of
 	

in
comparison with
 	

. The first solution (as showed in Figure 1) is to consider that the B abstract
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Figure 1. Graphic visualisation of refinement
machine Package2 is used to implement the machine Package1. The refinement constraints between
 	
 
and
 	

are modeled as gluing invariant in the implementation of Package1. Another
solution is to consider Package2 as a refinement of Package1. In this case we create Package2 as a
refinement instead of an abstract machine. We prefer the first solution because it is more straightforward
if we have several levels of abstraction; in addition, it shares some points with modeling approaches for
use cases and class operations in Sections 2.1 and 2.2
3. Discussions
3.1. Methodology for evaluation of the proposed approaches
We validate our proposals by non trivial case studies. The work in [9] has been experimented with a case
study on a controlling system for accessibility of buildings [11]. The work in [10] has been experimented
with the pump component of a controlling system for petrol dispensing, customer payment handling and
petrol tank level monitoring [6].
3.2. Modeling of class dependency
According to Booch et al. [4], a dependency between two classes
 
and
  
states that we
use
  
in the description of operations of
 
or as an attribute type of
 
. Our approach
for modeling class operations in Section 2.2 means that the first case of class dependency is solved. The
second type of the class dependency has been modeled by the formalizing rules of Meyer [12]. So the
problem of modeling the class dependency is handled.
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3.3. Modeling of refinement
Wills and D’Souza [7] have introduced four refinement types : operation refinement, model refinement,
object refinement and action refinement. The refinement relation discussed in Section 2.4 corresponds
to the model and operation refinements. The action refinement can be compared with the structuring of
use cases, so our approach for modeling use cases in Section 2.1 can be applied for modeling the action
refinement. Hence, the object refinement, which composes all action refinement, model refinement,
object collaboration and the operation refinement, can also be modeled by an appropriate combination
of approaches described in Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4.
3.4. concluding remarks
The contribution of this work is that it proposes a framework for software development based on objects
and B. The approach for use case modeling in [9] gives a possibility to use B tools for the formal verifi-
cation and analysis of object-oriented requirements models. Our approach for class operation modeling
in [10] combined with object-B transformation rules of Meyer [12] also gives a possibility to use B tools
for the formal verification and analysis of the object-oriented design models.
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